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No Respect! - Part One + Part Two - Bundle

Cat-Nr: NORESPECTBUN

No Respect! - Part One + Part Two - Bundle

Artikel info:-

Alfred gets a lesson in fighting by Basti. Basti shows him how
to use his legs and after some scissor exercises he&acute;s
happy about his success. But they have a hidden audience:
Marcel, Bubu and Hardy are lurking in the hallway and
observe the action in the fightroom. When Basti notices them
he asks them to come in. Bubu and Hardy are instantly
teasing Alfred not granting him his progress. They say
he&acute;ll never be a good fighter and are laughing at him.
Basti is not pleased about that and sends his student on the
mat to fight against those loudmouths. Alfred fights bravely
and gives it everything but Bubu and Hardy have &ldquo;no
respect&rdquo;, even not towards Basti. A big fight night is
triggered off. In a two hour match the guys show their skills
and fight without respect and without regarding health or
vanity. Those fights top everything seen before. Fast and hard
moves as well as long torturous holds. Everyone dishs out
and everyone has to suffer. No matter how, boxing, wrestling,
kicking all tactics are used. This film is not for the squeamish.
Because of its length a two-parter of 60 minutes each. 

 

 

Price :  39,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options No Respect! - Part One + Part Two - Bundle :

shipping method
Photo series (- 36,00 EUR ), Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Monday 23 February, 2015
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